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Unit 9 – Climb Trees

9A Introduction

You don’t need a gym or a basketball court to get exercise. Some people use the things they see 
around them. The rappers of this song talk about one of their favorite things to do: climb trees.

9B Song Lyrics

I tell you what I need; I need to climb trees,
I climb trees just to put my mind at ease.
I try to find some rhyme or reason why
That I climb trees.

I have a strange custom I can’t explain,
It’s something I keep doing again and again.
I can’t change; it happens when I see a tree,
I have to climb it as fast as I can. 
I need to feed this need, I swear, it’s more than a pastime,
More than a way to pass time – I have to climb.
Gripping the branches and rising up,
I cling to a tree, holding on tight to the trunk.
I jump from the bottom branch, try not to crash,
And if I land on my back, I try not to gasp,
And breathe in fast, ’cause I have to be calm,
And get ready for the next tree that’s strong.
Higher and higher, but it’s still not enough,
I use my arms and legs to boost my body up.
And I don’t care about the danger; the risk is worth it,
For the view from the top, picture-perfect.

I tell you what I need; I need to climb trees,
I climb trees just to put my mind at ease.
I try to find some rhyme or reason why
That I climb trees.

cling / custom / gasp / imitate / launch / magnificent / pastime / pause / risk / vision
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I don’t need a bed, where normal people rest,
I need to relax in an eagle’s nest.
The wind is so fresh, it’s magnificent,
It’s everything good, it’s excellent.
It’s fresher than daisies, fresher than little babies, 
Nothing can copy or imitate	it.
Some kids play baseball or basketball,
I play “climb that tree,” and I can’t stop.
Rising like an astronaut, from the ground I launch,
And blast off, push myself up to the top.
I look down and pause, just wait for a second,
And my view from the top changes to a vision.
A picture in my mind I can see so clearly,
Where everything I want seems near me.
Climbing trees is my goal, it’s such fun, 
And I’ll keep going, as soon as I get down from this one…

I tell you what I need; I need to climb trees,
I climb trees just to put my mind at ease.
I try to find some rhyme or reason why
That I climb trees.
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launch
(verb) . 1. To throw. The Roman soldier launched a spear at the target. 2. To start up. Kim decided to 
launch a new program after school for kids who liked kickball.

magnificent
(adj) . Amazing, beautiful, or wonderful. Luke thought the huge Christmas tree at Rockefeller 

Center in New York City was the most magnificent tree he had ever seen.
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cling
(verb) . To grab on to something firmly and hold on. Whenever I’m scared at a movie, I cling to 

my friend’s hand.

custom
(noun) . A tradition; something that people do over and over again. In Japan, there is a custom 
to always take your shoes off when you enter a house.
(adj) . Special; made different for just one person. Penelope’s bike doesn’t look like any other 

bike because she got a custom paint job.

gasp 
(verb) . To breathe in very quickly because of shock or surprise. 

Fiona gasped when she saw her school photo was printed 
upside down.

imitate
(verb) . To copy the way someone acts; to appear like something 
else. In the school play, Johnny had to imitate a tree for 30 
minutes: He just stood there with his arms up.

pastime
(noun) . A hobby; something done to pass the time and have fun. Eduardo’s favorite pastime 

was making models of Navy boats.

cling / custom / gasp / imitate / launch / magnificent / pastime / pause / risk / vision

9C Words Defined

pause 
(verb) . To stop for a moment before going on. Ms. Sinclair paused, and then told us who had 

won the “clean desk” award.
(noun) . A short break in the action. After a quick pause, the band played  played another song.
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risk
(noun) . A chance that things will go wrong. The little bird took a real 
risk by standing in the alligator’s mouth.
(verb) . To take a chance on losing something or getting hurt. Pablo 
risked his life when he jumped out of the airplane. 

vision
(noun) . 1. Eyesight; the ability to see. Wenda’s vision was so bad that 
she needed very thick glasses to see. 2. A dream or something 
imagined. My vision is that someday, every sick person will be 
able to get the right medicine.
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9D Synonyms
Circle the word on the right that matches the meaning of the word or phrase on the left.

vision risk custom
cling gasp launch
risk imitate pause
custom pause vision

1. tradition
2. grab hold of
3. stop for a moment
4. sight
5. hobby risk pastime vision

cling / custom / gasp / imitate / launch / magnificent / pastime / pause / risk / vision
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9E Fill in the Blank
Write the word in the blank so that the sentence makes sense.

1. The crowd __________________________________ when the gymnast fell off the balance beam.

launched gasped risked

2. The peacock showed its __________________________________ feathers when it opened its tail.

imitate custom magnificent

3. Shawn took a great __________________________________ by leaving his new bike unlocked outside his house.

risk pastime pause

4. My little sister follows me everywhere and __________________________________ what I do.

risks gasps imitates

5. Maria remembers watching the first space shuttle __________________________________ into space.

cling launch gasp

Name: Date:
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9F Connections
Each sentence has a strong connection with one of the words from the unit. Write the correct 
word on the line below.
cling / custom / gasp / imitate / launch / magnificent / pastime / pause / risk / vision

1. Every Friday night, my family has dinner together.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. David stopped for a minute before answering the question.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. When my homework is finished, I love playing baseball.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Eddie copied the way his father sang.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. The incredibly beautiful sunset amazed everyone at the beach.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name: Date:
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(A) to talk to a friend
(B) to listen to a song
(C) to see cars coming
(D) to eat their lunch

2. When would you hear a gasp?
(A) when someone is about to fall
(B) when you’re cleaning your room
(C) when you’re watering a plant
(D) when someone is baking cookies

3. Which of the following could be launched?
(A) a birthday cake
(B) a telephone
(C) a bicycle
(D) a football

4. When would you most likely cling to a branch?
(A) when you’re cutting down a tree
(B) when you’re climbing a tree
(C) when you’re painting a tree
(D) when you’re sitting under a tree

5. Which action shows risk?
(A) doing a trick on a skateboard
(B) singing in the shower
(C) typing on the computer
(D) drawing a picture of a city

Name:

9G Applying Meanings
Circle the letter that makes sense or answers the question.

1. How would someone use his or her vision?

Date:
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them. He also knew that the police in New York would never 
let him take such a big risk. The Twin Towers were 110 stories 
high and most people thought it was much too dangerous. So 
Philippe came up with a plan.

One night, Philippe and his friends pretended to be 
construction workers and brought a huge roll of thick wire 
into one of the towers. They brought the wire almost up to 
the top of the building in an elevator and carried it the rest of 
the way. Once they had the wire on the roof, they used a bow 
and arrow to shoot it across to their friends on the roof of the 
other tower. Once the wire was tied tightly at both ends, the 
tightrope was ready for Philippe.

At 7:15 in the morning, just as people were starting to 
arrive at work, Philippe took his first step out onto the rope. 
Far below, people on the street started to notice Philippe 
way up in the sky. They gasped and screamed with fear and excitement. Someone called the 
police to tell them about the man walking on air between the towers.

Philippe was so happy to be out on his tightrope. He enjoyed a magnificent view of New 
York City and even chatted with the seagulls that flew above and below him. Soon the police 
arrived at the roof of the building, but that didn’t stop Philippe. He walked back and forth, he 
paused and lay down; sometimes he even danced on his tightrope. After 45 minutes, Philippe 
decided he was finished. He walked calmly back to the roof and to the waiting police.

After being arrested, Philippe’s punishment was to perform for the children of New York. 
And what did he perform? A tightrope walk across a lake in Central Park!
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9H Reading
Read the passage below and then answer the questions that follow.

Walking On Air

In the early 1970s, two gigantic skyscrapers were being built right next to each other in New 
York City. And in a completely different country, a man became very interested in these buildings. 
This man was Philippe Petit and he was a street performer who lived in Paris, France.
Philippe’s pastime was performing in parks. He loved to juggle, do magic tricks and…walk on 
tightropes. When he read about the Twin Towers being built, he knew he wanted to walk between 
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1. Where were the Twin Towers built?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. What was Philippe’s hobby in Paris?

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. How did Philippe and his friends sneak into the Twin Towers?

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Name two things Philippe did once he was on the tightrope.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. What was Philippe’s punishment?

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Bonus: Crossword Puzzle
Solve this crossword puzzle. Note: Some answers may be different forms of the vocab words above.

 1 

 2  3 

 4  5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

 10 

 ACROSS 

 5  It's our family _________ to have 
 a barbecue on July 4th. 

 8  Before raising her hand, Shana 
 __________ to think of the
 answer. 

 9  The butterfly's wings were 
 _______________ colors. 

 10  Trevor and Marlo _________ 
 their paper boats into the pond. 

 DOWN 

 1  Jumping from the top step is too 
 big a __________ for me. 

 2  Casey ___________ the tiger by 
 crawling around and growling. 

 3  Tonya's mother _________ when 
 she saw Tonya's new tattoo. 

 4  In the summer, Demi's favorite 
 __________ is playing in the
 park. 

 6  The baby didn't want to play with 
 anyone; she just wanted to
 _______ to her mother. 

 7  Without his glasses, Brandon's 
 ___________ is completely
 blurry. 
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